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Elon Musk’s SpaceX is in 

discussions with the NCC in order 

to obtain operating licences for 

its low Earth orbit (LEO) satellite 

constellation Starlink.

Discussions appear to have pro-

gressed significantly, with SpaceX’s 

Starlink market access director for 

Africa, Ryan Goodnight, meeting 

NCC representatives in person re-

cently to discuss the matter further.

“As the regulator of  a highly 

dynamic sector in Nigeria, the com-

mission is conscious of  the need to 

ensure that our regulatory actions are 

anchored on national interest,” said 

executive commissioner, technical ser-

vices, NCC, Ubale Maska. “We have 

listened to your presentation and we 

will review it vis-à-vis our regulatory 

direction of  ensuring effective and 

a sustainable telecoms ecosystem 

where a licensee’s operational model 

does not dampen healthy competition 

among other licensees.”

SpaceX has been launching LEO 

Starlink satellites at an impressive 

pace in recent months, with over 

1,400 currently in orbit. However, 

this is just a fraction of  the 

company’s ultimate goal, with Musk 

targeting around 30,000 satellites to 

make coverage available worldwide.

For Starlink, Nigeria has been 

cited as a key emerging market. 

In March of  this year, Starlink was 

reportedly aiming to launch services 

in Nigeria by the close of  2021, with 

ambitions to expand the service 

across the rest of  Africa in 2022.

Currently, Nigeria’s internet 

penetration is approximately 50%, 

but the government has stated that 

it wants to increase this figure to 

90% of  the country being online 

by 2025. Starlink could potentially 

play a key role in meeting this goal, 

with the company’s broadband 

service theoretically available to 

anyone simply by setting up a small 

amount of  related hardware: a 

small satellite dish, a router, power 

supply and mounting tripod.

This ease of  access could 

make Starlink popular in Nigeria, 

particularly for the more rural 

communities with limited access 

to connectivity. In the past, South 

African-born Musk has said 

that Starlink poses no threat to 

traditional operators, instead only 

seeking to offer services to areas 

where deploying conventional 

connectivity is too expensive.

However, despite its broad 

accessibility, the cost of  Starlink 

broadband will be prohibitive – at 

least for now. Currently, the Starlink’s 

beta service costs US$99 a month, 

with a one-off  payment of  US$499 

for the requisite hardware. Such 

a high price tag could see many 

Nigerians, and indeed most Africans, 

excluded from accessing the service.

Nonetheless, we should remember 

that this is still very early days for 

Starlink and regional price plans may 

be announced at a later date.

In the meantime, the additional 

satellites being launched are seeing 

Starlink’s coverage and quality of  

service improve, with Musk himself  

noting that available speeds will double 

to around 300mbps and latency will 

fall to around 20ms later this year. 

Musk’s Starlink ‘in advanced 
talks’ for Nigerian licence

Discussions appear to have progressed significantly, with SpaceX’s Starlink market access director for Africa, 

Ryan Goodnight, meeting NCC representatives in person recently to discuss the matter further

The first trial of  a new digital 

learning programme for young adults 

has been deployed in the Kakuma 

Refugee Camp run by the UNHCR in 

Kenya and home to 200,00 people 

The Beekee Hub is a semi-nomadic 

device which creates a wireless net-

work so that students can access con-

tent inside the Hub from the browser 

of  their own smart feature phones, 

smartphones, laptops and tablets.

It has been developed by 

Geneva-based startup Beekee, an 

EdTech spin-off  of  the University 

of  Geneva, specifically for use in 

emergency settings where student 

numbers far exceed the number of  

available schools and teachers.

Telecom26 donated its Global 

SIM cards for use by the Beekee 

Boxes during the Kakuma Refugee 

Camp trial. When new educational 

material is ready, the Beekee team 

transmit it direct to the hub.

“Beekee is a brilliant educational 

tool precisely because students 

don’t need to be connected to the 

internet to access content,” said 

Robert Koldys, VP marketing and 

business development of  Telecom26. 

“However, when the Beekee Hub does 

need connectivity, we are delighted to 

donate our SIM cards and connectivi-

ty service so that Beekee’s capabili-

ties can be shared with children and 

young adults who are keen to learn.” 

Telecom26 donates global SIMs for adult education 
programme field test in Kenyan camp
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